Evaluation of a continuous-positive pressure generating system
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Abstract: The use of systems that apply continuous-positive airway pressure by means of noninvasive methods is widespread in the neonatal care practice and has been associated with a decrease in the use of invasive mechanical ventilation, less administration of exogenous surfactant, and bronchopulmonary dysplasia. Few experimental studies on the functioning of the neonatology systems that generate continuous-positive airway pressure have been reported. A flow resistor system associated with an underwater seal resistor in a lung test model was described, and it was compared with an underwater seal threshold resistor system. Important differences in the pressures generated in the different systems studied were verified. The generation of pressure was associated with the immersion depth and the diameter of the bubble tubing. The flow resistor associated with an underwater seal, with small bubble tubing, showed no important differences in the evaluated pressures, exerting a stabilizing effect on the generated pressures. The importance of measuring the pressure generated by the different systems studied was verified, due to the differences between the working pressures set and the pressures measured.
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Introduction

The application of continuous-positive pressure in the airway by means of noninvasive methods has been established as a widespread ventilation support practice in the neonatal intensive care units. A decrease in the use of invasive mechanical ventilation and in the delivery of exogenous surfactant, as well as of the impact of bronchopulmonary dysplastia, has been reported in the neonatal units that apply nasal continuous-positive airway pressure early in preterm infants who suffer from respiratory distress.1–4

The continuous-positive airway pressure generating systems are threshold resistors and flow resistors. The underwater seal (bubble continuous-positive airway pressure [BCPAP]) is a type of threshold resistor in which the positive pressure generated is associated with the immersion depth of the expiratory tubing in a water container. In theory, these systems are independent of the flow.5 In the flow resistors, the pressure generated is associated with the resistance and the flow used.5,6

In the neonatal practice, the most frequently used systems are the continuous flow (positive end-expiratory pressure valves of mechanical ventilators and BCPAP system) and variable flow (infant flow driver) systems, in which, due to the particular design of the nozzle and through an increase in the flow speed, kinetic energy is converted into pressure.7

Very few studies using in vitro experimental models and regarding the effect of continuous-positive airway pressure generating systems used in neonatal intensive care units have been reported.8,9 In the present study, we describe and evaluate the functioning of a flow resistor system associated with an underwater seal resistor in a lung test model, compared with a threshold resistor system.
care have been conducted.\textsuperscript{8,9} Kahn et al\textsuperscript{10} reported a great variability between the set working pressure and the pressure measured in a bubble pressure generating system, and the association with the flow.

In the hypothesis of this experimental investigation, it is stated that differences would exist in the pressures generated by different resistor systems and that the flow resistor system associated with underwater seal threshold resistor would generate the most stable pressures, which would be closer to the set working pressures. The purpose is to describe and depict how a flow resistor system associated with underwater seal system works.

**Materials and methods**

**Continuous-positive airway pressure generating systems description**

- Flow resistor associated with underwater seal with small bubble tubing (RFbb): It is a flow resistor system with a length of 50 cm and an inner diameter of 3 mm (Figure 1) associated with a bubble resistor that has a bubble tubing with a length of 120 cm and an inner diameter of 5 mm (Table 1).
- Flow resistor associated with underwater seal with large bubble tubing (RFBB): The flow resistor system is similar to the RFbb but the bubble tubing differs, having a length of 150 cm and an inner diameter of 10 mm.
- Underwater seal resistor with large bubble tubing (RBB): It is an underwater seal threshold resistor system, which has a bubble tubing with a length of 150 cm and an inner diameter of 10 mm (Figure 1 and Table 1).
- Underwater seal resistor with small bubble tubing (Rbb): It is an underwater seal threshold resistor system that differs from RBB one in the bubble tubing, having a length of 120 cm long and an inner diameter of 5 mm.

The four systems described have similar inspiratory tubing (length, 150 cm; inner diameter, 10 mm). The bubble chamber used in the four systems has a volume of 1,000 mL, a height of 20 cm and a diameter of 7.5 cm. The bubble tubing has an inner diameter of 10 mm.

**Experimental model and measuring conducted**

A 100 mL volume polyvinyl chloride container was used as a testing lung with a static compliance of 0.156 mL/cm H\textsubscript{2}O. It was connected through an endotracheal tube with a length of 10 cm and an inner diameter of 2.5 mm (Silmag\textsuperscript{®}), with a proximal and distal pressure measuring device (Figure 1). The endotracheal tube was connected through an interface (Intersurgical\textsuperscript{®}) to the inspiratory, expiratory and bubble tubing, and to the flow resistor in accordance with the generating systems described. The flow meter used was part of a continuous flow neonatal ventilator (Bourns BP 200\textsuperscript{®}).

The proximal and distal pressures were measured using a pressure transducer (Becton Dikinson\textsuperscript{®}) connected to a monitor (Microheart\textsuperscript{®}), performing a zero calibration before every working pressure evaluation. Maximum, minimum, mean, and delta pressures were measured.

Each resistor system was randomly studied with working pressures of between 3 and 10 cm H\textsubscript{2}O. The set working pressure is determined by the immersion depth of the bubble tubing. A flow of 6–18 L/min was used.

**Statistical analysis**

Values are means ± SD. One-factor and two-factor analysis of variance with interaction was used. In those instances in which statistic significance was found, the Student–Newman–Keuls...
test was performed afterward. A value of \( P < 0.05 \) was considered significant. The SPAD 4-Cisia France statistical package was used in the data analysis.\(^{11} \)

### Results

Significant differences were found in the pressures generated by the different resistor systems studied (Table 2). The RFbb produced lower maximum, minimum, and mean pressures \(( P = 0.0001 \)\), while no differences were observed regarding the delta pressure. The Rbb, on the other hand, generated the highest maximum, minimum, and mean pressures. The RBB produced a higher delta pressure \(( P = 0.0001 )\) and lower maximum, minimum, and mean pressures \(( P = 0.0001 )\). The RFbb produced no significant differences in the minimum and mean pressures and the lowest delta pressure \(( P = 0.0001 )\).

As regards the generation of proximal mean pressure in the two-factor analysis of variance, an interaction between the resistor systems and the working pressure set was confirmed \(( P < 0.00001; \text{Table 2 and Figure 2} \)\). The RBB showed a negative interaction as regards the working pressures 4 and 9 cm \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) and a positive interaction as regards 6 cm \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \). The Rbb showed a negative interaction as regards 6 cm \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) and a positive interaction as regards 7 cm \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \). The RFBB showed a negative interaction as regards the working pressure of 7 cm \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \). The RFbb produced no significant differences \(( P < 0.059 )\).

The evaluation of the proximal mean pressure generated by the different resistor systems and the flow classes confirmed an additive effect in the two-factor analysis of variance \(( P < 0.00001 ; \text{Figure 3} \)\). The Rbb produced a positive additive effect \(( P < 0.0001 )\), while the other three resistors studied (RBB, RFBB, and RFbb) produced a negative effect. The flow of 6–8 L/min produced a negative effect and the flow of 13–18 L/min produced a positive effect. The flow of 9–12 L/min showed no significant effects.

### Discussion

A flow resistor system associated with an underwater seal resistor system was described and depicted as regards the generation of positive pressure in a lung test model. Significant differences were confirmed in the pressures generated by the different resistor systems studied. The RFbb showed more stable pressures, which were more similar to the working pressures under evaluation. The differences found may be connected with the bubble tubing diameter and the flow resistor system associated with it. In the four different systems studied, the generation of pressure was associated with the immersion depth and the diameter of the bubble tubing, and the flow resistor exerted a stabilizing effect on the generated pressures.

The results derived from this investigation stress the importance of a strict control of the pressures generated by the different systems studied, due to the differences verified between the working pressures set (immersion depth of the

Table 1 Continuous-positive airway pressure generating systems characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RBB</th>
<th>Rbb</th>
<th>RFBB</th>
<th>RFbb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspiratory tubing</td>
<td>Length 150 cm</td>
<td>150 cm</td>
<td>150 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter 10 mm</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiratory and bubble tubing</td>
<td>Length 150 cm</td>
<td>120 cm</td>
<td>150 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter 10 mm</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow resistor</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubble chamber</td>
<td>Height 20 cm</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter 7.5 cm</td>
<td>7.5 cm</td>
<td>7.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volume 1,000 mL</td>
<td>1,000 mL</td>
<td>1,000 mL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Dash indicates not applicable.

Abbreviations: RBB, underwater seal resistor with large bubble tubing; Rbb, underwater seal resistor with small bubble tubing; RFBB, flow resistor associated with underwater seal with large bubble tubing; RFbb, flow resistor associated with underwater seal with small bubble tubing.

### Table 2 Proximal and distal pressures generated by the different resistor systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RBB</th>
<th>Rbb</th>
<th>RFBB</th>
<th>RFbb</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proximal maximum</td>
<td>7.315±2.033</td>
<td>9.379±2.222*</td>
<td>6.296±1.606*</td>
<td>6.951±1.669*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal minimum</td>
<td>5.363±1.979*</td>
<td>8.291±2.186*</td>
<td>4.936±1.606*</td>
<td>6.078±1.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal mean</td>
<td>5.868±1.980*</td>
<td>8.541±2.153*</td>
<td>5.121±1.603*</td>
<td>6.347±1.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ proximal pressure</td>
<td>1.952±0.901*</td>
<td>1.110±0.554*</td>
<td>1.360±0.478</td>
<td>0.873±0.652*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal maximum</td>
<td>6.065±1.624*</td>
<td>8.356±2.261*</td>
<td>5.322±1.484*</td>
<td>6.128±1.572*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal minimum</td>
<td>5.330±1.589*</td>
<td>7.736±2.265*</td>
<td>4.567±1.485*</td>
<td>5.641±1.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal mean</td>
<td>5.385±1.624*</td>
<td>7.834±2.272*</td>
<td>4.634±1.493*</td>
<td>5.675±1.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ distal pressure</td>
<td>0.735±0.678</td>
<td>0.620±0.677</td>
<td>0.756±0.676</td>
<td>0.487±0.652*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Values are mean ± SD. One-factor analysis of variance. *\( P < 0.05 \) between resistor systems. Working pressure: 3–10 cm \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \). Flow: 6–18 L/min.

Abbreviations: RBB, underwater seal resistor with large bubble tubing; Rbb, underwater seal resistor with small bubble tubing; RFBB, flow resistor associated with underwater seal with large bubble tubing; RFbb, flow resistor associated with underwater seal with small bubble tubing.
Table 3 Mean proximal pressure depending on resistor system and working pressure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working pressure</th>
<th>RBB p1</th>
<th>Rbb p1</th>
<th>RFBB p1</th>
<th>RFbb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 cm H₂O</td>
<td>2.967±0.525</td>
<td>5.440±1.297</td>
<td>2.720±0.501</td>
<td>3.956±0.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 cm H₂O</td>
<td>3.709±0.731 p2</td>
<td>7.047±1.399</td>
<td>4.204±0.391</td>
<td>5.505±1.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 cm H₂O</td>
<td>4.327±0.525</td>
<td>7.789±1.308</td>
<td>4.760±0.680</td>
<td>6.044±0.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 cm H₂O</td>
<td>6.429±0.731 p2</td>
<td>7.542±1.463 p2</td>
<td>5.440±0.618</td>
<td>6.800±0.660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 cm H₂O</td>
<td>6.676±0.391</td>
<td>9.644±1.354 p2</td>
<td>5.440±0.613 p2</td>
<td>7.027±0.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 cm H₂O</td>
<td>6.541±0.995</td>
<td>9.779±1.302</td>
<td>6.800±0.745</td>
<td>7.616±0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 cm H₂O</td>
<td>6.649±0.427 p2</td>
<td>10.124±1.131</td>
<td>8.160±0.452</td>
<td>9.067±0.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 cm H₂O</td>
<td>9.040±0.800</td>
<td>11.031±1.100</td>
<td>8.840±0.680</td>
<td>9.860±0.589</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Values are mean ± SD. Two-factor analysis of variance with interaction. p1: significant differences among resistor systems. Working pressure: 3–10 cm H₂O.
Abbreviations: RBB, underwater seal resistor with large bubble tubing; Rbb, underwater seal resistor with small bubble tubing; RFBB, flow resistor associated with underwater seal with large bubble tubing; RFbb, flow resistor associated with underwater seal with small bubble tubing.

bubble tubing) and the pressures measured. The association of a flow resistor with an underwater seal threshold resistor generates pressures that are more stable and closer to the working pressures set. Because of the widespread use of the underwater seal threshold resistor system (BCPAP) in neonatal care practice, it is recommended that the pressures generated are controlled with a manovacuometer, due to the interaction verified between the resistor system and the working pressure set.

Christensen et al. studied how the positive pressure generating systems depend on the flow. He compared three flow resistor systems with three threshold resistor systems. One of the threshold resistor systems was an underwater seal, which had a bubble tubing with a length of 100 cm and an inner diameter of 22 mm. The flow resistors showed that the flow is strongly associated with the diameter of the resistors (inner diameter of 1.5–5 mm). He informed that the underwater seal threshold resistor showed pressures that were similar to the working pressure being studied and that it was independent of the flow. Mestriner et al. studied the effects of different bubble tubing lengths (20–80 cm) and inner diameters (2–25 mm) in an underwater seal resistor system. He reported that inner diameters of less than 8 mm produced an increase in the pressure generated in connection with the flow. Likewise, in bubble tubing with inner diameters of more than 8 mm, the pressure generated was similar to the set working pressure and was not affected by the flow (1–25 L/min). Similarly to the results reported by Mestriner et al., the Rbb (of 5 mm) produced the highest pressures, turning into a flow resistor. Unlike the Mestriner et al., the underwater seal threshold resistor with small bubble tubing (RFbb) generated pressures that were similar to the set working pressure, exerting a stabilizing effect on the generated pressures.

Kahn et al. studied the pressure in different areas (nosepiece, proximal, and distal) in a lung test model in connection with the working pressure set (4, 6, and 8 cm H₂O) and the flow used (4–12 L/min) in an underwater seal threshold resistor system. They compared the results with those obtained with a mechanical ventilator threshold resis-

Figure 2 Mean proximal pressure depending on resistor system and working pressure.
Notes: Values are mean ± SD. Two-factor analysis of variance with interaction. p1: significant differences among resistor systems. Flow: 6–18 L/min.
Abbreviations: RBB, underwater seal resistor with large bubble tubing; Rbb, underwater seal resistor with small bubble tubing; RFBB, flow resistor associated with underwater seal with large bubble tubing; RFbb, flow resistor associated with underwater seal with small bubble tubing.

Figure 3 Mean proximal pressure depending on resistor system and flow classes.
Notes: Values are mean ± SD. Two-factor analysis of variance with interaction. p1: significant differences among resistor systems. Working pressure: 3–10 cm H₂O.
Abbreviations: RBB, underwater seal resistor with large bubble tubing; Rbb, underwater seal resistor with small bubble tubing; RFBB, flow resistor associated with underwater seal with large bubble tubing; RFbb, flow resistor associated with underwater seal with small bubble tubing.
tor. They also studied the effects of the length (75–180 cm) and the inner diameter (4–20 mm) of the bubble tubing. They reported that the pressure measured was higher than the working pressure set and that the difference was associated with the flow used. Likewise, they reported a greater pressure difference connected with the inner diameter and the length of the bubble tubing. Unlike the findings reported by the aforementioned authors, the resistor involving underwater seal with large bubble tubing (RBB; inner diameter of 10 mm) did not cause pressures to increase but quite the opposite: the minimum and mean pressures were lower while no changes were reported regarding the maximum pressure. In our investigation, the effect of the flow on the pressure generated was directly associated with the bubble tubing inner diameter; the flow resistor associated with underwater seal worked as a pressure stabilizing or moderating system or mechanism.

Our investigation found that there is an interaction between the resistor systems and the working pressures studied, in the generation of mean pressure. In an investigation conducted on preterm infants of less than 1,500 g treated with an underwater seal threshold resistor system, Kahn et al.13 reported a significant difference of 1.3 cm H2O with a range of 0.7–2.2 cm H2O between the working pressure and the pressure measured in the nasal interface. These differences were higher when the measurement had been obtained with lower working pressures. A possible explanation of the interaction confirmed in our investigation might be related to the frequency and magnitude of the bubbles. The RFbb was the only system in which no interaction was verified. This system showed the lowest delta pressure (Table 2), which may explain the lack of interaction.

To sum up, the pressure generated by the different resistor systems under consideration is associated with the immersion depth and the bubble tubing diameter; the flow resistor works as a pressure stabilizing or moderating system.
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